Chain Mower Range
Our chain mowers
reach right in

The path to success starts by listening to your needs.

Fransgård’s wide range of chain mowers are designed to meet customers’
needs and requirements.
All of the models are built in accordance with the same design principles and
by utilising the extensive experience that we have acquired over many years.
Two 10 mm “G100” chains are fitted as standard on all machines. It is a very
durable chain that at the same time is suitably soft, so that
it does not break when it strikes a stone.
The chains can deal with branches up to Ø10 cm in size,
and two extra chains can be fitted to deal with extra course
material or chains can be replaced with 13 mm chains.
The chain box is made from high-strength steel, which
guarantees long lifetime.
The box is fitted with an extra powerful rubber skirt,
which ensures as little material as possible is
ejected.
All of the models can be equipped with a chain grid on
the front.
(Standard FKR-1501)

FKR-1501 is our
top model and
absolutely the
most flexible
chain mower on
the market.

The machine operates up to 4.55 m from the centre of the tractor, it can operate in a vertical
position at a height of 0–4 m and 35° down. The flexible head means that work can be done on
both sides of a ditch from the same side of the ditch. (See table with working range on page 4)
The chain mower can work with many different kinds of material, from strong grass to very
dense bushes and for example, small wild trees growing along forest roads. It can also be used
to cut hedges and branches hanging over roads.
The machine is driven via a PTO shaft and two strong Power belts with three tracks, with double
tension function on the long belt.
In the case of operation by a contractor, it is recommended that a wide-angle PTO shaft is
purchased, since longer operational time with the machine in the outer positions causes extra
wear on a standard PTO shaft. A hydraulic front flap allows larger amounts of material to enter
the machine (extra equipment).

Application:
Forest roads
Field roads
Ditches
Watercourses
Road verges
Windbreaks
Stone embankments

FKR-150 is our
well-established,
best-selling chain
mower.

Robust and flexible chain mower that despite a range of 3.25 m from the centre of the tractor, is
suitable for work on smaller forest roads and where space is limited. It also deals with ditches,
road verges, watercourses and windbreaks from 1.5–3.0 m in height.
It can operate from -35° to +90° (see table on page 4).
The machine has as standard hydraulic side-shift of 90 cm and is driven by a PTO shaft and a
strong Power belt with three tracks.

FKR-150BF and
FKR-200BF can
both be frontfitted or rearfitted.

FKR-BF is supplied with 150 cm and 200 cm working width. FKR-150BF can side-shift 35 cm on
both sides. A machine that provides efficient mowing/clearing of fallow fields, central
reservations, unwanted growth on trees in plantations, etc. The machine operates best at 1000
rpm on a PTO and has in-built free-running in the universal joint, which must be replaced if you
want to use the machine front-fitted. The universal joint for front fitting is extra equipment.

FKR-125HY is
hydraulically
driven and
requires only
80 l/minute.
Free-running is
standard.
FKR-HY is stocked with a working width of 125 cm, but can be ordered with a working width of
150 cm.
The machine is equipped with a 64 cc oil engine with valve block for free-running as standard
and return hose for the tank. FKR-125HY has a deadweight of 340 kg, and can be used in smaller
jib extensions but is also a robust design, so it can be used on excavators, etc. If you wish
increased working width and have a jib with a large lifting capacity, using the FKR-150HY is
beneficial. This chain mower model provides many options and it is the arm’s flexibility that sets
the limits of where you can execute the work.

FKR-150

FKR-1501

FKR-1501

Fransgård continually develops
new chain mower models and
expands its range of
accessories for different
models.
Fransgård’s vision is to be the
leading global supplier of chain
mowers.
Technical specifications

FKR-125HY

FKR-150BF

FKR-200BF

FKR-150

FKR-1501

Working width

125 cm

150 cm

200 cm

150 cm

150 cm

Total number chains

Qty. 2 or 4

Qty. 2 or 4

Qty. 2 or 4

Qty. 2 or 4

Qty. 2 or 4

Chain dimension

10/13 mm

10/13 mm

10/13 mm

10/13 mm

10/13 mm

Total number guide shoes

Qty. 2 + 2

Qty. 2 + 2

Qty. 2 + 2

Qty. 2 + 2

Qty. 2 + 2

PTO driven

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

1000 rpm

1000 rpm

540 rpm

540 rpm

PTO speed
Hydraulically driven

Yes

No

No

No

No

Working speed

0–20 km/h

0–20 km/h

0–20 km/h

0–20 km/h

0–20 km/h

Cat. II/III

Cat. II/III

Cat. II/III

Cat. III

440 kg

556 kg

815 kg

910 kg

3-point hitch
Weight
Dealer:

340 kg

Manufacturer
Fransgård Maskinfabrik A/S
Fredbjervej 132
9640 Farsø
Denmark
Tel.: +45 98632122
www.fransgard.dk

